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Introduction: Terrestrial goes Celestial
The argument in this chapter states that celestial expansion will follow the
same principles as those which describe the survival and success of nations.
We explore three key principles to which all nations must adhere if there
are to endure. The argument does not overlook the role of umbrella
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organizations such as the United Nations, but it does imply and indeed
relies upon the view that nation states are the legitimate political
authorities, both terrestrially and celestially.

Nation States: The Theory of the Three Principles
The circumstances under which nation states were formed have differed
throughout history, but every nation was and is sustained on the same three
immutable pillars, and every successful nation state is ultimately successful
or fails because of these same three:
(1) national sovereignty;
(2) national security and defense; and
(3) national economy.
These pillars are more than just characteristics of success, they are
operational identities that emerge and continue while playing in the
competition for survival against external rivals and internal dissent. When
the aggregate strength of the pillars of various nations is compared, the
result shows the international balance of power. A weak or deficient pillar
will cause the other two to weaken, thereby affecting the international
power balance, and ultimately may cause end stage atrophy. Complete
removal of any of the pillars and the nation collapses. Such has been the
case throughout the history of civilization, and there are no exceptions.
The three pillars model may seem to be an oversimplification of varying
historical circumstances, evolving cultures, and specific historical
circumtances, but it holds up to scrutiny nonetheless.

Roots of the Theory: Gaming and Behavior
Conceptually, the theory of games results in defined behaviors that, in
aggregate, reflect nation states and their governance models, which is well
1
stated in this classic game theory paper:
“What economists call game theory psychologists call the theory of
social situations, which is an accurate description of what game
theory is about. Although game theory is relevant to parlor games
1

“Economic and Game Theory: What is Game Theory?” by David K. Levine,
Department of Economics, UCLA, http://www.dklevine.com/general/whatis.htm
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such as poker or bridge, most research in game theory focuses on
how groups of people interact. There are two main branches of game
theory: cooperative and non-cooperative game theory.
Noncooperative game theory deals largely with how collectively and
individually intelligent individuals interact with one another in an
effort to achieve their own collective goals.”
A clever Cold War Era board game called “Summit” iIllustrates this.
The objective of the game was national survival, which required the
acquisition of the principle building blocks that all nations throughout
history require: the pillars, here identified as military bases (national
security and defense), factories (national sovereignty), and steel mills
(national economy). The board and pieces are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Vintage 1961 Milton Bradley Summit Global Strategy Game

The objective of the game was of course to maximize the security or
longevity of the country. Factories were protected by military bases, while
military bases were built by steel mills, and fueled by the wealth created in
factories. To grow the economy, war was generally avoided because it
required the combatants to “pitch pennies” against one another until one
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“lost” or became penniless.
This game was quite successful in its time not only because it
reflected the Cold War dynamics of the 1960s, but also because of its
intrinsic complexity and adherence to the reality of international affairs.

Fast Forward to International Commerce:
The Rules for Outer Space Remain Unchanged
The three pillars model suggests that national economic growth and power,
scientific and technical leadership, and national security remain the three
components essential to any national space program, regardless of the
country. Since the world-captivating success of the Apollo missions,
followed by the creation of a winged, reusable space vehicle, the United
States has enjoyed a singular position of leadership in human space flight.
But this is no longer the case from a technological perspective, and in
recent years the American human space flight capability has become the
most expensive and the most controversial aspect of the NASA enterprise.
Nevertheless, as a percentage of the national GDP based federal budget,
NASA’s share has decreased by more than a factor of ten since 1972; today
it is considerably less than a single percent.
Books, treatises, dissertations and speeches have been written to
explain why and how this happened, and the essential truth is that human
space flight missions, particularly those related to beyond low Earth orbit
exploration, have become less important in the United States’ national
sovereignty, national security, and national economic growth.
While there is broad agreement that the work done by NASA is
worthwhile, it’s also commonly held that it’s not important enough to be
funded to the degree necessary for human space flight. In the days of
Apollo, human space flight to a great extent defined the national identity;
today this is certainly not the case.
Our three pillars model suggests that NASA has become
progressively disconnected from the “triad” over the three decades since
Apollo, and the previously held view that “the US must be the leader in
space” no longer resonates in the public arena largely because NASA
seemingly cannot answer the question, “So what if we don’t?”
Meanwhile, China has successfully rendezvoused two spacecraft in
orbit, and is progressing in its capability toward a moon landing.
Yet to
date this has not stirred the kind of fear that the space successes of the
USSR evoked in American mindset during the 1950s and ‘60s.
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NASA: A Bellwether for the United States Future
– Including International Celestial Commerce
The current NASA budget is short by about $3 – 5 billion per year to
continue to modestly build on its capability to voyage beyond low Earth
orbit (LEO). This figure is based on the programmatic outlays that have
been trimmed to meet Congressionally-mandated funding limits. These
monies would fund research, development, facilities maintenance,
infrastructure, and information technology funds that have been cut to fit
th
under the congressional budget cap, equivalent to 1/6 of NASA’s current
budget, or 10% of the Department of Energy’s funding
The $3 - 5 billion is a minimum. A figure of about $7 – 10 billion
per year would probably be necessary to restore NASA’s capabilities.
Anything less than this funding level will sacrifice American leadership in
human space flight in less than a decade, perhaps permanently.
To gain this additional support, the essential message that NASA
must articulate is a simple and understandable human space flight vision
that relates the significance of the three pillars to its own short and long
term plans and activities. These plans must be not only motivating and
compelling, but factual and substantive, and they must be articulated so as
to resonate with political leaders and the American public.
The connection of national interests to local economic and
technological development for the creation and growth of wealth in the
private sector must be a major focus. A model such as is being proposed
here, one simple enough to demonstrate that international commerce has
made the United States wealthy, would illustrate that the practice of wealth
creation through trade is now being extended to the next commercial
frontier, space, and that to remain viable as a nation, the US must fully
participate in the growth and development of commerce in space.

The Triad Model in Balance
A high level approximation of the decision process is intended to illustrate
how this logic applies to policy discussions.

1.

2.

Framing the central importance of the model illustrates how it
applies to the core responsibility for the ultimate “common
good” – that of survival.
Further illustrated with historical examples, the model could be
utilized in policy decision making, by employing historical
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3.

scenarios to illustrate the underlying principles builds
confidence, and provides a basis from which to extrapolate from
the present to the future.
Illustrations through examples of current decisions confirm the
model as one of utility.

Use of the model requires only two assumptions.
First, there must be a defined set of national goals that are expected
to remain valid for the foreseeable future, defining a context in which the
survival of the state as an entity is accomplished by the execution of policy
and actions that assure sovereignty,
security, and economic
competitiveness. How these are attained and at what cost may indeed
change with changing conditions, but essentially there must be a national
will to flourish for future generations which frames decisions and scenarios
over a span of 50 years or more.
The second assumption is that there is an accurate assessment,
apolitical and unaligned, of the proposed decision paths, which may
necessitate that reassessments be performed on the measured data as
2
conditions change.
The decision pathway chart shown as Figure 1 illustrates in a very
simplified way the character and caliber of the thinking that is necessary to
use the triad model as a decision making support tool that helps to identify
the best course of action, certainly in support of sound policy decisions.
Application of the model suggests that when policy errors are made,
a vital and economically strong nation will auto-correct.
The starting and end point for the model is the revenue or treasury of
a nation. If the coffers are empty at the state level, personal wealth is also
likely to be long since gone, and the prospects for the future are not bright.
If there is surplus capital, then society must decide where to invest it.
Should it be directed toward social programs, or military endeavors, or
other investment in the future – and in what proportional amounts? Given
that there are sufficient funds for high priority tasks, the question then
becomes: What is the priority? (Note that the model deals only with the
amounts, not the associated justifications.)

2

“The Sexual Counterrevolution” , by Mary Eberstadt, National Review, April 2,
2012, p. 34-6
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This is illustrated in a very simplified form in Figure 2, a generic
flow chart showing the probably decision pathways that may lead to a
sound policy decision.

Figure 2: The Basic Decision Tree Model

As a matter of discussion or debate in the decision making process,
we recognize that there are varying levels of inquiry that become pertinent,
including Value, Fact, Definition, and Policy.
For example, we seek to
identify where the “value” lies, and to sort the “facts” from the myths, to
“define the pertinent concepts clearly, and finally to identify the best course
of action for our policy to pursue. Sound decision making requires clear
thinking at all four levels, ultimately in service to the search for the best
policy. This is the goal of the model.
An historical example is the isolationism of the United States in the
1930s, which did not require massive outlays of defense dollars, but a few
years later Pearl Harbor ushered in unforeseen and essentially unlimited
funding of military capabilities.
Another excellent historical example is the conversion of the British
Navy and shortly thereafter its merchant marine fleet to the use of oil, and
away from coal, in the early 1900s.
This was a high stakes gamble that,
due to the geopolitical situation Britain found itself in, could not be
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avoided. The only certainty was that if this gamble was not taken, its
preeminence as a world power would have be lost.
We explore this in
detail as an illustration of the model functionality.

Example 1: Geopolitical Background: Great
Britain’s Slow, Imperceptible Slide from
Preeminence
The following is paraphrased from Oil and the Origins of World War I by
3
F. William Engdahl:
That the sun had begun to set on the British Empire was almost
unnoticed in 1850, but by 1873 it was evident after the onset of a
Great Depression that year. By the end of the 19th century, though
the City of London remained the undisputed financier of the world,
British industrial excellence was in decline. The decline paralleled
the equally dramatic rise of a new industrial Great Power on the
European stage, the German Reich. Germany soon passed England in
output of steel, and in quality of machine tools, chemicals, and
electrical goods. With Africa and Asia territories long since claimed
by the other Great Powers, and especially by Great Britain, German
policy set out to develop a special economic sphere in the imperial
provinces of the debt-ridden Ottoman Empire.
The policy was
termed “penetration pacifique,” economic dependency which was
sealed with German military advisors and equipment.
Initially the
policy was not greeted with joy in Paris, St. Petersburg, or London,
but it was tolerated. What Berlin and the Deutsche Bank did not
disclose was that they had secured mineral rights along the path of
the Baghdad railway, and that their geologists had discovered
petroleum in Mosul, Kirkuk, and Basra.
Once Germany launched a significant effort in shipbuilding,
however, Great Britain faced a significant strategic challenge to its
global empire. To sustain its competitiveness, Great Britain was
obliged not only to develop new ship’s hulls and engines, but in
keeping with our model, a total commitment to the concept of global
3

http://oilgeopolitics.net/History/Oil_and_the_Origins_of_World_W/oil_and_
the_origins_of_world_w.HTM, By F. William Engdahl, 22 June, 2007, Oil and
World War I: Oil and the origins of the ‘War to make the world safe for
Democracy.’
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power and economic dominance to be enforced by the ships of the
Royal Navy, thereby fusing national sovereignty, defense, and
economic development.
The conversion of the British Navy under Churchill to oil from
coal was a high risk strategy, as England had abundant coal but no oil
reserves of its own. Increasing German assertiveness, including the
decision in 1900 to build a modern navy that could rival England’s.
This set the stage for the outbreak of a war in August 1914, the real
significance of which was a colossal and tragic struggle to determine
which nation would succeed the ebbing power of the British Empire.
The resolution of that epic struggle required another quarter
century and a second world war before the victor was undeniably
established. All this is said fully recognizing a historical fact:
Approaching the end of the 1890’s, Britain was in all respects the
pre-eminent political, military and economic power in the world.
Engdahl’s synopsis states that Britain increased its dependence on
imported goods following the introduction of free trade. From 1883 to
1913 the Sterling value of her imports rose by 84%. The real effect of the
shift to import dependence was obscured by the phenomenal success of
earnings from invisibles. In 1860 Britain led the world in coal production,
the raw material feeding her industry and fueling her navy, with almost
60% of the total. By 1912 that fell to 24%. Similarly, in 1870 England
enjoyed an impressive 49% share of total world iron forging output, but by
1912 it was 12%. Copper consumption in the UK, an essential component
of the emerging electrification transformation, went from 32% of world
consumption in 1889 to 13% by 1913.4 Clearly the final quarter of the
nineteenth century marked the beginning of the end of Britain’s hegemonic
position as the world’s dominant economic power.
The revolution in
technology marking the shift from coal to oil power was the final blow to
the preeminence of the British Empire. After the 1890s, though little
publicized, and even today not well understood, the search for secure
energy in the form of petroleum would become of paramount importance to
Her Majesty’s Navy and Her Majesty’s government.
A global war for
control of oil was shaping up.

4

Cited in Sonderabdruck aus der Frankfurter Zeitung, Gegen die englische
Finanzvormacht, (7 November, 1915), Frankfurt am Main, Druck & Verlag der
Frankfurter Societsdruckerei GmbH.
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A Revolution in Naval Power
In 1882, petroleum was of little commercial interest, as the
development of the internal combustion engine had not yet revolutionized
world industry. But one man did understand the military and strategic
implications of petroleum for future control of the world seas. In a public
address in September 1882, Britain’s Admiral Lord Fisher argued that
Britain must convert its naval fleet from bulky coal-fired propulsion to the
new oil fuel, insisting that oil-power would allow Britain to maintain
decisive strategic advantage in future control of the seas, control that was
vital to the economic health of Britain.
The argument about fuel was not a matter of national pride nor
technological prowess, but simply raw performance: oil significantly
outperformed coal. A battleship powered by diesel engines burning
petroleum issued no tell-tale smoke, while a coal ship's emission was
visible up to 10 kilometers away, meaning the oil provided a significant
stealth advantage. Further, it required 4 to 9 hours for a coal-fired ship’s
engine to reach full power, while an oil-burning engine required a mere 30
minutes, and could reach peak power within 5 minutes thereafter, an 18:1
time-to-readiness ratio, and roughly 5:1 ratio on battle readiness. To fuel a
battleship using oil required the work of 12 men for 12 hours, while a coal
ship required the work of 500 men and 5 days, a 40:1 manpower ratio and
6:1 time-to-load ratio.
For equal horsepower propulsion, the oil in an oil-fired ship required
1/3 the engine weight, and almost one-quarter the daily tonnage in fuel, a
critical weight factor for a fleet whether commercial or military, a 3:1
advantage in size and therefore usable volume afloat, and a 4:1 advantage
in energy density. The radius of action of an oil-powered fleet was up to
four times greater than that of the comparable coal ship,(8) a 4:1 payload to
mass ratio.
The thought of abandoning the security of domestic British coal fuel
in favor of reliance on foreign oil was a strategy embedded in risk.
But
Lord Fisher pushed the risky oil program through with one argument: “In
war speed is everything.” Winston Churchill had by then replaced Fisher
as First Lord of the Admiralty, and was a strong advocate of Fisher’s oil
conversion strategy.
In 1913 less than 2% of world oil production occurred within the
British Empire,5 so conversion of the British fleet to oil dictated that
securing large oil reserves outside Britain was to become a national
security priority and an essential factor in Britain’s grand strategy and its
5

Anton Mohr, The Oil War, Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1926, p. 118-120.
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geopolitics. Ironically, on the eve of the assassination of the AustroHungarian Archduke in Sarajevo, agreements had finally been reached
between the Germans, the British, and the Turkish parties over oil rights in
Mesopotamia, but too late to avoid the debacle of the Great War.
Given its diplomatic, military and security focus, would England risk
a world war? The answer is yes; that is historically seen.
The next question is why. Why would England risk a world war in
order to stop the development of Germany's industrial economy in 1914?
Eric J. Dahl offers his answer:

6

The ultimate reason England declared war in August, 1914 lay
fundamentally in “the old tradition of British policy, through which
England grew to great power status, and through which she sough to
remain a great power,” stated Deutsche Bank’s Karl Helfferich.
“England's policy was always constructed against the politically and
economically strongest Continental power. Ever since Germany
became the politically and economically strongest Continental power,
England did feel threatened.” Germany more than any other country
challenged England’s global economic position and its naval
supremacy. Once that happened, English-German differences were
unbridgeable, and susceptible to no agreement in any one single
question. Helfferich sadly noted the accuracy of Bismarck’s
declaration of 1897, “The only condition which could lead to
improvement of German-English relations would be if we bridled our
7
economic development, and this is not possible.”
England chose deficit spending and curtailed domestic programs,
reflecting her focus on all three pillars of our model. The result was that
Britain continued as a world power for 50 years beyond its prime, riding
largely on the strength of the decision to convert its fleet to oil.
In summary, then, the Coal-to-Oil Scenario was:
1.
2.

6
7

Inherently risk intensive, and very high stakes.
It appeared counter-intuitive; that is, going from a plentiful fuel
to a rare one seems counter to reality from a resource

Dahl, Eric J., “Naval innovation: from coal to oil,” Joint Force Quarterly, Winter,
2000.
Helfferich, Karl. Der Weltkrieg: Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges, Ullstein & Co.,
Berlin, 1919, p. 165-6.
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perspective, but it is justified from a performance perspective.
3. The switch cost jobs, which made it highly unpopular
domestically.
4. Return-on-Investment (ROI) did not exist unless the strategic
question was framed as the very existence of the British Empire
and Great Britain itself.
5. The veracity of the strategy could not be proven without
involvement in a conflagration the magnitude of the First World
War (which it was).
The decision demonstrated the focus on strategic fit against tactical
8
domestic politics.

Example 2: The Constellation Program and its
Cancellation – Testing the Triad When There is No
Balance
A more recent example of the strategic calculus is the recent cancellation of
NASA’s Constellation Program. This program was considered to be the
resumption of the 1960’s initiative to explore the universe on behalf of all
mankind, and the stated goals of the program were to gain significant
experience in operating away
from Earth’s environment, develop
technologies needed for opening
the space frontier, and conduct
9
fundamental science.
What is conspicuously missing from this list is any connection or
relevance to the American economic engine, which would ostensibly
provide the funding for the Constellation Program. While this is the most
obvious flaw in the program as constituted, it could be argued that there
10
were also technical flaws.
Our proposition is that the Constellation program was fatally flawed
because it was “triad“ deficient; it neither grew the economy, nor defended
the nation, nor promoted sovereignty.
(1) It did not address access to space for other than scientific
research, on the assumption that science for the sake of science
8
9
10

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constellation_program
http://chapters.nss.org/ny/nyc/Shuttle-Derived%20Vehicles%20Modified.pdf;
Greg Zsidisin 25 October 2003, A presentation to the New York City chapter of
the National Space Society.
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was sufficient for an investment of that magnitude. The public
did not agree.
(2) The economic benefits to the nation, to the world, and to the
science community were not only unarticulated, but also
undefined.
(3) It purposely excluded the involvement of commercial interests.
(4) It was an “Apollo on steroids“ approach, which 35 years after
Apollo, held little interest for any of the key stakeholders,
including:
a.
Technology companies
b. The investment sector that could benefit from derived
technology
c.
The fickle American public, which expressed a "been there,
done that" response.
d. The major aerospace companies, for which the core
technologies were Apollo or Shuttle derived, with little or
no new intellectual property anticipated.
e. And there was no international sense of excitement for
collaboration or competition.
(5) It contradicted the long held premise of rocketry development
heading toward “Celestial-Terrestrial“ horizontal take-off and
horizontal landing vehicles with orbital payloads, vehicles that
would provide access for everyone to space and the stellar
oceans. It instead proposed a continuation of vertical takeoff and
landing, the most expensive and dangerous approach.
Consequently, there should not have been any surprise when the
Constellation program was cancelled, because there wasn’t a plan that
assisted the developers of this program to undertand the necessity of
widespread national, congressional and industrial support.
Nevertheless, the program did have its merits, aspects that did
(although weakly) support the triad model:
(1) It transitioned the workforce from the shuttle program to the
Constellation program to make maximum use of the existing
trained and highly valuable expertise.
(2) It leveraged the existing shuttle propulsion contractors to build
the Constellation rockets, as well as preserving the legacy and
knowledge of ballistic capsule technology.
(3) It utilized many existing technologies, that while not future
oriented, provided low-cost interim solutions until funding could
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be identified for superceding technology.
(4) It matched the proposed NASA funding levels without a need for
increases or movement of funding levels between years.
(5) It kept in place the existing support base in Congress by
maintaining NASA much the same in terms of core competencies
and staffing levels.
Support equals funding, but as Constellation had far too little support
to weather the congressional environment, it proved (yet again) an axiom
that has been true in space endeavours for more than 50 years:

“No bucks means no Buck Rogers“
It appears that NASA needs to propose ideas that will most surely not
see fruition in order to promote the necessary introspection within policy
circles to begin this invogoration process that could have saved
Constellation. One such idea for example, would be to capitalize more
than superficially on the merits as given above by proposing heavy shuttle
derived legacy.

Summary: Integrating NASA into the Model
How NASA Can Succeed Long Term
How might NASA realign itself to accommodate the realities of this
political and fiscal dilemma?

Figure 3: NASA: Currently Non-Aligned with Triad Governance

Could NASA make a compelling and politically supportable and
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sustainable argument for a policy that established a priority sufficient to
compete against other needs and requirements? NASA was established as
a civilian agency in 1958 by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958 (as Amended), with the intent of maintaining civilian control of space
access for non-military uses.

Figure 4: Proposed Alignment of NASA and Triad Goals

Copied directly from the leglislative language, the excerpt below
clearly shows that international collaboration is expected, that military
collaboration is acceptable given control lines are clear, and that
environmental considerations are well within scope as well of any potential
NASA program.
Sec. 102.
(a) The Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of the United
States that activities in space should be devoted to peaceful
purposes for the benefit of all mankind.
(b) The Congress declares that the general welfare and security of
the United States require that adequate provision be made for
aeronautical and space activities. The Congress further declares
that such activities shall be the responsibility of, and shall be
directed by, a civilian agency exercising control over
aeronautical and space activities sponsored by the United States,
except that activities peculiar to or primarily associated with the
development of weapons systems, military operations, or the
defense of the United States (including the research and
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development necessary to make effective provision for the
defense of the United States) shall be the responsibility of, and
shall be directed by, the Department of Defense; and that
determination as to which such agency has responsibility for and
direction of any such activity shall be made by the President in
conformity with section 201(e).
(c) The Congress declares that the general welfare of the United
States requires that the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (as established by title II of this Act) seek and
encourage to the maximum extent possible the fullest
commercial use of space.
(d) The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute materially to one or more of the
following objectives:
(1) The expansion of human knowledge of the Earth and of
phenomena in the atmosphere and space;
(2) The improvement of the usefulness, performance, speed,
safety, and efficiency of aeronautical and space vehicles;
(3) The development and operation of vehicles capable of
carrying instruments, equipment, supplies, and living organisms
through space;
(4) The establishment of long-range studies of the potential
benefits to be gained from, the opportunities for, and the
problems involved in the utilization of aeronautical and space
activities for peaceful and scientific purposes;
(5) The preservation of the role of the United States as a leader
in aeronautical and space science and technology and in the
application thereof to the conduct of peaceful activities within
and outside the atmosphere;
(6) The making available to agencies directly concerned with
national defense of discoveries that have military value or
significance, and the furnishing by such agencies, to the civilian
agency established to direct and control nonmilitary aeronautical
and space activities, of information as to discoveries which have
value or significance to that agency;
(7) Cooperation by the United States with other nations and
groups of nations in work done pursuant to this Act and in the
peaceful application of the results thereof; and
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(8) The most effective utilization of the scientific and
engineering resources of the United States, with close
cooperation among all interested agencies of the United States in
order to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort, facilities, and
equipment.
(e) The Congress declares that the general welfare of the United
States requires that the unique competence in scientific and
engineering systems of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration also be directed toward ground propulsion
systems research and development. Such development shall be
conducted so as to contribute to the objectives of developing
energy- and petroleum-conserving ground propulsion systems
and of minimizing the environmental degradation caused by such
systems.
Certainly NASA already does, without controversy or issue, exercise
its enabling legislation to collaborate with other nations and with private
entities to enhance national sovereignty, national security and defense, and
the nation’s economy. But just as clearly, NASA does not seem to be
choosing its major mission objectives in keeping with these three
principles, nor is it effectively advocating for its role in this regard.
Both deficiencies must be overcome for NASA to regain the support
of the American people such that it could aspire to missions of the
magnitude of the cancelled Constellation program. What is required? In
summary, the triad decision model should be applied, the plan must be
constructed, and then it all must be eloquently but succinctly explained to
the public and the legislature.


A connection to the mission of NASA and the military in a way
that the American people recognize the “dual use” technology
that goes to the “black” (classified military) world and to the
consumer / citizen world at a cost lower than if not integrated.
In addition, if it were purely military in funding and in
application, the benefit to the general populace would be zero - it
would not be in the marketplace and thus not available to
consumers. This is how national sovereignty aids and abets
economic growth through research - and subsequent application.



By spawning technologies that can be either or both in
application, the national defense is achieved at a lower cost and
with an increased pool of technical talent, much like the “XProgram” boom years of aerospace in the 1950s and 1960s.
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NASA and the successful lunar missions would not have been
possible without these one-off research programs that trained
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
into seasoned designers.


And perhaps most importantly, for federal dollars expended,
product is being produced, and benefit derived. As has been
discussed in the media, social programs have significant
constituency. A similar constituency must be grown here for its
technology benefits, because the free market works best when it
is controlled by the consumer. Hence pumping federal dollars
into social engineering programs, while popular, does not
address true growth in the national economy via the passing of
technology from the high risk takers - NASA and the military to the high financial risk takers - commercial companies.

NASA should be leading a national discussion on the role of space
as it relates to issues including the national deficit, economic stability and
growth, and national defense. Neither NASA nor the nation can ill afford a
“lead from behind” posture, suggesting that a leadership policy based on all
three elements of the triad model is essential.
From such a national discussion a solid policy platform could be
developed from which the nation could meaningfully answer the questions,
“What of we do?” and “What if we don’t?” It is then, and only then, that it
becomes possible to engage in dialog and in cooperation with global
partners while maintaining American preeminence in the pursuit of new
goals and ambitions in space.

•••
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